
 

 

 

8 Exciting Team-Building Activities To 
Do In Singapore 
 

 
 
Here’s the thing about team-building activities: they don’t have to be limited to company dinners.  
 
Work is a lot more fun when you’re close to your colleagues. For one, you know what excites 
them, and this makes it easier for you to work well together.  
 
But when it comes to building better relationships with your colleagues and improving team 
camaraderie, it doesn’t have to involve awkward get-to-know-me sessions.  
 

 



With so many fun activities available in Singapore, why not take team-building up a notch with 
these 8 team-building activities?  
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1) Go-kart at The Karting Arena 

 
 

Ever wanted to be an F1 driver? Well, now you can! 
 
Get your adrenaline pumping as you race with your colleagues at The Karting Arena. Here’s 
your chance to drive around the circuit in a race car and overtake your colleagues.  
 
Best of all, you don’t even need a driver’s license to show your colleagues what you’re made of. 
Do take note, however, that you can only drive up to 30km/h without a license - which will only 
make your victory even sweeter! 
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If you prefer somewhere sheltered, you can still get to experience the thrill of racing with a 
simulator in the air-conditioned lounge. 
 
Besides go-karting, there are other team-building activities that you can do, such as tyre 
stacking, racing-themed puzzles, and trivia on karting and motor racing.  
 
The Karting Arena’s corporate event package starts from $1,650 for up to 100 people, and 
includes the following:  
 

● Exclusive track and venue hire 
● Race license for all drivers 
● Free flow simulator usage 
● Team-building games 

 
Address: 200 Turf Club Road, #01-01B, The Grandstand, South Car Park, Singapore 287994 
Opening hours:  

● Tuesday to Sunday, 10 am - 9 pm  
● Closed on Mondays 

Contact number: 9627 6771 
Email: contact@thekartingarena.com 
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2) Paintball at Red Dynasty 

 
 
Prefer something that resembles urban warfare, but without any casualties? Red Dynasty offers 
you the chance to take part in paintball games, where you can fire paint pellets at your 
coworkers!  
 
Before the start of the game, you’ll get to learn how to seek cover, shoot, and defend your 
teammates. Don’t worry if you’re a newbie in paintball - the staff will be on hand to give you 
some strategic recommendations.  
 
Additionally, everyone can take part in the game regardless of how competent they are. Starting 
from $10.90 per person, Red Dynasty’s corporate package caters to everyone, from beginner to 
competitive level.  
 
Address: 220 Turf Club Road, Singapore 288001 
Opening hours: Daily, 9 am - 6.30 pm 
Contact number: 6755 7537, 6659 4782 
Email: info@weplaypaintball.com 
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3) Yacht party with Yachtly 

 
 
Get away from the bustle of the city as you sail away from the main island of Singapore.  
 
A yacht party will certainly provide a unique experience unlike any other team-building activities. 
There’s a lot of things that can be done onboard, and you get to alternate between wet and dry 
activities too.  
 
For starters, go for some snorkelling, or kayak races with your colleagues.  
 
Want something more laidback? Chill on the deck or the float and enjoy the sea breeze together 
with your colleagues.  
 
If you want to avoid the sun, you can also stay indoors and have a karaoke session.  
 
Most yachts on Yachtly come equipped with these facilities, so there’s not much for you to bring 
along. Plus, you can even have a BBQ party onboard. Take note though - only the crew are 
allowed to cook the food for you, due to safety reasons.  
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For more team-building activities on a yacht, check out this article!  
 
Yacht rentals start from $559.81 for a minimum duration of 4 hours.  
 
Here’s a table of economy yachts available on Yachtly for you to consider:  
 

Name of boat Key amenities Capacity Starting price (for a 
minimum duration 
of 4 hours) 

Kingdom ● Kayak 
● Sound system 
● Inflatable float 

30 guests $1,080 

Carver 43 ● Sound system 
● Karaoke 
● Kayak  

22 guests $559.81 

Sardinia ● Electric BBQ 
pit 

● Kayak 
● Sound system 

37 guests $1,520 

Prestige 46 ● Electric BBQ 
pit 

● Sound system 
● Kayak  

18 guests $920 

Lagoon 400 ● Snorkelling 
masks 

● Kayak 
● Fishing rods 

18 guests $599 

Clipper Heritage ● City skyline 
cruise 

● Stand up 
paddle 

● Karaoke 

18 guests $750 

 
Contact number: 8299 2678 
Email: hi@yachtly.com.sg 
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https://www.yachtly.com.sg/booking-journey/step/5?boatId=141&date=2020-01-10T00%3A00%3A00%2B08%3A00&occasion=corporate&pax__adults=15&pax__children=0&pax__infants=0
https://www.yachtly.com.sg/booking-journey/step/5?boatId=75&date=2020-01-10T00%3A00%3A00%2B08%3A00&occasion=corporate&pax__adults=15&pax__children=0&pax__infants=0
https://www.yachtly.com.sg/booking-journey/step/5?boatId=30&date=2020-01-10T00%3A00%3A00%2B08%3A00&occasion=corporate&pax__adults=15&pax__children=0&pax__infants=0
https://www.yachtly.com.sg/booking-journey/step/5?boatId=29&date=2020-01-10T00%3A00%3A00%2B08%3A00&occasion=corporate&pax__adults=15&pax__children=0&pax__infants=0
https://www.yachtly.com.sg/booking-journey/step/5?boatId=16&date=2020-01-10T00%3A00%3A00%2B08%3A00&occasion=corporate&pax__adults=15&pax__children=0&pax__infants=0
https://www.yachtly.com.sg/booking-journey/step/5?boatId=4&date=2020-01-10T00%3A00%3A00%2B08%3A00&occasion=corporate&pax__adults=15&pax__children=0&pax__infants=0
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4) Pool-themed soccer at Poolball 

 
 
Want something more unconventional and challenging? Play a game of Poolball!  
 
Essentially, the game combines soccer with pool, and takes place on a field that resembles a 
pool table. You take the role of a cue stick, in which you kick the coloured balls into the 6 holes 
by hitting them with the ‘cue ball’.  
 
There are many ways to play this game. You can play it like ‘normal’ pool, by having 2 teams 
compete with each other to score the most soccer balls into the pockets.  
 
You can also play it in the special Poolball Sabotage format, which combines elements of both 
soccer and pool. This format provides you with power cards that allow you to sabotage your 
opponents.  
 
Prices start from $12 per person.  
 
Address: 38 Jln Benaan Kapal, Singapore 399635 
Opening hours: Daily, 9 am - 12 mn 
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Contact number: 6515 4146 
 

5) Cooking at CulinaryOn 

 
 
If your colleagues are mostly foodies, cooking may just be your ideal team-building activity.  
 
Bond over food as you prepare and eat delicious dishes together with your colleagues. You 
don’t have to worry if you have zero experience in cooking, as there will be in-house chefs 
guiding you along the way.  
 
To make it even more exciting, you can also have games and competitions incorporated into the 
cooking activity. Who can make the best cookies, and how would you judge them? 
 
Starting from $100 per person, CulinaryOn’s corporate team-building package includes the 
following:  
 

● 100% hands-on cooking of 2 or 3-course meal 
● Selection from a variety of menus and cuisines 
● Full event facilitation with professional team (chef, sous chef, event master, barman, 

cleaning) 
● All ingredients and equipment 
● Free-flow ice tea and water 
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Address: #04-63, Tower 2, One Raffles Place, Singapore 048616 
Contact number: 3163 4499 
Email: welcome@culinaryon.sg 
 

6) Archery tag at Archery Attack 

 
 
Here’s where you can find out who’s the best archer in the office.  
 
The game starts with teams running to the centre to gather some arrows. After that, do battle 
with your colleagues as you try to hit them with a foam arrow, or hit a specific target to win the 
game.  
 
There’s also a beginner crash course on proper shooting techniques to help you get started. 
Given that the arrows are foam-tipped, it probably won’t be as painful as paintball - but that 
doesn’t excuse you from wearing proper headgear!  
 
Prices start from $25 per person.  
 
Address: The Cage Kallang, 38 Jalan Benaan Kapal, Singapore 399635 
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Opening hours:  
● Monday to Friday: 9 am - 10 pm  
● Saturday to Sunday: 9 am - 9 pm  

Contact number: 8767 9500 
Email: hello@cohesion.sg 

7) Art jamming at Streaks n Strokes 

 
 
Looking for something non-competitive? Go for an art jamming session.  
 
It’s probably one of the most relaxing team-building activities available in Singapore.  
 
Here’s where you can feel free to unleash your creativity and go crazy on the canvas. Don’t be 
shy - even if you’re bad at art and can only draw stick man figures, you can still have plenty of 
fun!  
 
If you prefer not to paint on a canvas, you can always choose to paint on stuff like tee shirts or 
tote bags.  
 
Prices start from $25 per person for a group of 6 to 50 people.  
 
Address: 29 Tai Seng Avenue #06-09, Natural Cool Lifestyle Hub, Singapore 534119 
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Contact number: 8587 8884 
Email: hello@streaksnstrokes.com 

8) VR gaming at Zero Latency 

 
 

For something more exhilarating, immerse yourself in another world as you take part in this 
virtual reality escape room.  
 
Navigate through the intense scenarios as you fight together with your colleagues against 
zombies and villains, all while wearing the VR headset.  
 
There’s a variety of games for you to choose from too, from the zombie-themed Zombie 
Survival, to Singularity, where you fight against space villains.  
 
Prices start from $48 per person.  
 
Address: 3 Temasek Boulevard, #03-346/347, Suntec City Mall, Singapore 038983 
Contact number: 6931 0331 
Email: contact_us@zerolatencyvr.com.sg 
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With these 8 team-building ideas, your next team-bonding session with your colleagues will 
never be boring and awkward again.  
 
So take a break from work and get out of the office for some fun with your colleagues!  
 
Looking for a venue for the next corporate retreat? How about hosting it on a yacht! 
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